Job Description for Future Networking project

Position Title
Networking architect/researcher

Job Description
We are looking for a professional and talented network system researcher/architect to join Samsung Telecom Research Israel Future Networking team. This team is responsible for envisioning and developing future mobile data delivery networks.

Required Skills
- Education: MSc/Phd in computer science or equivalent
- Proven research experience in the networking and/or distributed computing field. Area of research may be any of the following or similar/related:
  - Peer-2-Peer networks
  - Distributed hash tables
  - Mesh networks
  - Ad-Hoc networks
  - Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN)
  - Routing algorithms
- Excellent communication skills, Fluent in English

Advantages
- PhD is a strong advantage
- Knowledge of 3G/LTE/WiMax network architectures
- Knowledge/Experience with network simulation tools
- Knowledge/experience of content delivery networks (CDN) technologies
- Knowledge/experience in peer-to-peer networks

Please send your resume: tsvi.lev@samsung.com